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Serials DownloadQ: Website crashes
when uploaded to IIS I'm having

problems with deploying a ASP.NET
MVC 5 app to IIS. I have one virtual

directory (/company) and two physical
directories (/company1 and

/company2). On local machine,
everything works fine. When i publish

the web app, it works fine on localhost.
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As soon as I deploy it to IIS, after a
while it just stops responding. IIS logs
reveal nothing. This happens only on
IIS. Firefox can handle the website
without problems, but chrome and

internet explorer return the following
error: The page is not available. The
requested URL was not found on this

server I have already tried to set
"Compression" to "off" on the virtual

directory in web.config, "Static Content
Compression" to "off" on the web server

config, and "FastCGI" and "FastCGI
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with static content compression" to
"true" and "on" on the IIS config. The
page finally loads when the website is
reloaded, but after a while it crashes
again. A: I have solved the problem

myself. The problem is that the IIS 7.5
has a limit of how many concurrent
requests it can handle. It suddenly

stopped working once i have exceeded
that limit and I didn't find a way to

increase it. Q: How to integrate $e^{
-x}$ using the second derivative method
without using anti-derivatives I'm writing
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a practice for my exam, and I know that
to integrate $e^{ -x}$ using the second
method we take the derivative of $F(x)
= e^{ -x}$ and then using the product
rule we get $\frac{d^2}{dx^2}e^{ -x}$.

What I want to know is how to integrate
$e^{ -x}$ using the second method
without using any anti-derivatives. I

have tried a lot but keep ending
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